This paper describes a special mathematical images model to determine the sound level inside a close-fitting sound enclosure. Such an enclosure is defined as the internal air volume defined by a machine vibration noise source at one wall and a parallel reflecting wall located very close to it and acts as the outside radiating wall of the enclosure. Four smaller surfaces define a parallelepiped for the volume. The main reverberation group is between the two large parallel planes. Viewed as a discrete line-type source, the main group is extended as additional discrete line-type source image groups due to reflections from the four smaller surfaces. The images group approach provides a convergent solution for the case where hard reflective surfaces are modeled with absorption coefficients equal to zero. Numerical examples are used to calculate the sound pressure level incident on the outside wall and the effect of adding high absorption to the front wall. This is compared to the result from the general large room diffuse reverberant field enclosure formula for several hard wall absorption coefficients and distances between machine and front wall. The images group method is shown to have low sensitivity to hard wall absorption coefficient value and presents a method where zero sound absorption for hard surfaces can be used rather than an initial hard surface sound absorption estimate or measurement to predict the internal sound levels the effect of adding absorption.
Introduction
Many studies have been done on the insertion loss of enclosures including the effect of reverberant buildup inside enclosures as well as the sound transmission loss of the enclosure surfaces. As the focus of this paper is the internal sound field only, analytical studies relating, in some significant way, to this are considered. Tweed and Tree [1] focus on the insertion loss of the enclosure (i.e., difference in sound pressure level at the same position outside enclosure) and compare the prediction from Jackson [2] , Junger [3] , and Ver [4] . Each of these three studies considers a plane wave radiated by the noise source. Jackson [2] considers infinite wall panel sound transmission loss and Junger [3] considers a finite panel sound transmission loss. Ver [4] considers three frequency regions relative to panel fundamental natural frequency and the acoustic frequency of lumped air space between source and wall panel. Tweed and Tree [1] conclude that all three methods give differences large enough to cause concerns in accurate enclosure design. Osman [5] uses the diffuse field internal sound pressure level model presented in Embleton [6] for large room reverberation and applies it to close-fitting parallelepipeds for source and enclosure separated by only one meter. The method is applied to several sizes of diesel engine generator sets. Sgard et al. [7] consider large and not close-fitting enclosures and divide the internal volume into several cavities. They use an image series with nonzero sound absorption to improve convergence for the cavities pressure. These cavity pressures are then used as inputs in a statistical energy analysis model from cavities to enclosure panels to exterior radiation. All of the above papers look at the entire enclosure insertion loss from the standpoint of effectiveness of prediction method. Thus they focus on the combined effect of internal reverberation and surface transmission loss and not specifically on how the internal sound pressure level is modeled.
Advances in Acoustics and Vibration
The main focus of this paper is the effect of the internal reverberation model on the interior sound pressure level. For the model in this paper, the main reverberation is considered to be between the noise radiating surface and its parallel wall (referred to as the front wall) which in turn would radiate through the wall to the exterior of the enclosure. This is referred to as the main images group and can be viewed as discrete line-type source. The internal sound field is modeled with an infinitesimal amount of machine surface radiating direct sound incident to the front wall and multiplereflected reverberant sound composed of the image sum produced by machine surface and cab wall, one-half of which is incident to the front wall. The infinitesimal pressure intensity is integrated over the machine side surface. This method of noise radiation from rectangular machine sources is patterned after Hohenwarter [8] . The small enclosure side surfaces are referred to as bulkheads, the small bottom surface as floor, and the small top surface as ceiling. The main reverberant group part described above is amplified by considering its discrete line-type images from the two bulkheads' reflections, its discrete line-type images from the floor/ceiling reflections, and its discrete line-type images from combined bulkheads, floor/ceiling reflections.
The images group approach used here allows an untreated enclosure to contain no sound absorption and be represented by perfectly reflecting surfaces with zero sound absorption coefficient. It also allows supplier measured sound absorption coefficient value to be used for a treated enclosure case. Thus, as is not the case with the standard large room diffuse field reverberation model presented in Embleton [6] , the untreated internal surface condition does not have to be measured or estimated for an actual enclosure. This is important because the theoretical sound absorption coefficient of acoustically hard steel or fiberglass surfaces that comprise the cab interior can typically range from 0.001 to 0.05. Additionally, the diffuse field model gives a reverberant field contribution inversely proportional to .
The reverberant sound intensity incident to and perpendicular to the front wall is one-half of the internal reverberant pressure intensity due to space averaging over all angles of incident from the multiple images. This is the standard model for reverberation in enclosures as given by Embleton [6] . The images group method gives a sound pressure level field that is essentially the same in the space between machine and enclosure. It puts emphasis on the distance between machine and enclosure.
The model presented here is intended for enclosures that are large enough relative to the primary frequency content of the machine surface. The effect of any one isolated dominant standing wave is considered to be small and is not included in the model. The octave band A-weighted frequency spectrum of the machine radiating surface is expected to be relatively broadband with primary A-weighted sound power contributions from 500 to 8000 Hz. Such a situation is commonplace covering a large range of applications. The model can be used in the sense of overall dBA by using the overall sound power level dBA value of the machine radiating surface and an Aweighted dBA value for surface sound absorption coefficients by using the source sound power as the weighting factor. The model can also be used for one-third or octave bands by using the one-third or octave band source A-weighted sound power level values and the particular surface sound absorption coefficient values in each one-third or octave band. For sources with significant A-weighted contributions somewhat below 500 Hz, especially when specific pure tones may be present, the one-third or octave estimates should be viewed in a frequency average sense in these bands. The numerical examples used in this paper satisfy these criteria. If one desires, the images group model estimates in these lower frequency bands could then be enhanced with a specific analytical or numerical finite difference method to reveal more peaks across these lower bands for sources more inclined to contain significant lower frequency pure tones.
Internal Sound Field Model
Figures 1-4 give a layout of the coordinate system and the image groups. Figure 1 is a 3-dimensional view of the internal enclosure volume between the machine side surface and the front wall. The main reverberation is along the -axis between the machine side surface and the front wall parallel surfaces. Figure 2 is a plan view of the -plane showing the multiple machine surface, enclosure front wall images, and the infinitesimal amount of sound power radiated from the machine surface at position ( , ) to wall surface at position ( , ), which has a random incidence sound absorption coefficient . The stars refer to the location of the point source image after a particular number of machine radiating surface, enclosure front wall multiple reflections. Seven-point stars indicate that the final reflection is from the ceiling and five-point stars indicate that the final reflection is from the enclosure front wall. The infinite line of point source images is referred to as a discrete line-type source. source. Each group consists of an infinite number of line-type images. Figure 4 gives a flow chart showing the development of the image groups from the main group. The infinitesimal power is radiated from an infinitesimal area , which is baffled by the adjacent hard surface of the machine. Consider = / , where is the total sound power emanating from the machine radiating surface. The infinitesimal amount of reverberant mean square sound pressure at the front wall is given by the sum of all of the image sources at the engine surface and cab wall. The factor of 2 accounts for the machine surface baffling effect. Consider
where
and ℎ is the distance between the machine radiating surface and the enclosure front wall.
The infinitesimal amount of mean square sound pressure at the front wall due to the direct sound from the machine surface is given by
The origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the machine radiating surface and = /2, = /2. The total mean square pressure at the front wall and incident to the front wall due to the entire machine surface is the integral over the surface
where the 1/2 is for only half of the reverberant pressure squared incident to the front wall where it can be transmitted through the wall.
Assuming that the distance ℎ between the machine surface and the front wall is much smaller than the size of the engine surface dimensions, the double integral for direct sound from machine surface can be given by the relationship for a plane source of uncorrelated noise sources. Consider which is independent of , position on the wall. is the power radiated by the machine surface.
The reverberant component incident to the front wall is given by
The integrals for are of the form
which has a closed form solution. Letting − = → = − , (6) becomes
The integral for is solved numerically for an upper sum limit of images.
Equation (8) is for the main reverberation between machine surface and front wall. It is determined for = 0, = 0 location and identified as group number 1 in Figures  3 and 4 . Additional parts from floor and ceiling reflections, left bulkhead and right bulkhead reflections, and combined floor, ceiling, and bulkheads are also determined from (8) . These contributions are modeled as images of the main group number 1 machine surface and front wall result. 
(iv) Floor reflection of right wall and left wall groups B2, B3 combined with group A5 to produce groups D7 and C9 in Figures 3 and 4 
(v) Ceiling reflection of right wall and left wall groups B2, B3 combined with group A4 to produce groups D6 and C8 in Figure 3 
(vi) Higher order reflections ( ≥ 2) are given by a factor to be multiplied by the total of the eight reflection groups above
where higher order groups are used for numerical calculation.
For the worst case of all absorption coefficients equal to zero, is a convergent series given by
The total mean square pressure incident to the front wall is given by summing the six components above from (8)-(14). It is given for = 0, = 0 at the center of the cab wall. Variations at other locations over the wall will be minimal due to the uniform distribution of sound power considered from the machine radiating surface and the multiple reflections in the volume. Consider
The total incident pressure squared is the sum of (4) and (16). Consider 
Numerical Examples
Numerical examples with = 2.4 m., = 1.8 m., and ℎ = 0.15 m., 0.30 m., 0.60 m., and 0.90 m. are used to compare the predictions from the images group model where all hard surfaces have an absorption coefficient of zero to a large room diffuse field model where hard surfaces have absorption coefficients of 0.005, 0.01, 0.025, and 0.05. The reduction of the reverberant and total sound pressure levels incident to the front wall from a completely hard wall enclosure to one with the absorption coefficient of the front wall equal to 0.8 are determined.
The large room diffuse field reverberant model is the common result as given in Embleton [6] . Consider
The total incident pressure for the large room diffuse field reverberant model is the sum of the direct and reverberant components and from (4), it is given as (20) Figure 5 gives a comparison of the SPL incident reverb − PWL for the images group and large room diffuse models. Figure 6 gives the noise reduction results for the image model. As the distance ℎ between the source plane and the front wall decreases, both the reverberant contribution and the total reduction increase because the reverberant contribution increases as one would expect. Table 1 gives the noise reduction results for the large room model. For both Figure 6 and Table 1 , total refers to the combination of the incident direct and reverberant contributions. Note that SPL incident reverb − PWL and the noise reductions are essentially independent of the distance ℎ in the 0.15 to 0.90 m. range because ℎ is small enough compared to and as to not significantly influence the large room diffuse model product . Also, the large room diffuse model reductions increase with decreasing hard which is expected, but this requires an accurate value of the hard wall sound absorption coefficient typically obtained with a measurement. The amount of reductions predicted from the two models can be significantly different if the sound absorption of hard wall surfaces is estimated. Furthermore, very small hard wall surface absorption values can lead to unrealistically high estimates. The low sensitivity of the images group model results to hard wall sound absorption coefficient values indicates that an initial absorption measurement of a hard wall condition is not required with the images group model. A value of zero for the images group model can be used for an enclosure defined as containing hard walls. Thus the utility of the images group model for estimating noise reduction due to adding an absorptive lining for this class of enclosure with initially all hard internal surfaces can be relevant, especially, as it does not require a specific value for the sound absorption coefficient of the hard surfaces. The low sensitivity of the images group model to hard wall absorption coefficient enhances the reliability of the method for the close-fitting enclosures described here. As shown in Figures 5 and 6 and Table 1 , this feature can be expected to provide more accurate estimates than the large room diffuse field model to predict the effect of adding high sound absorption material to provide noise reduction. Also, the use of zero hard wall sound absorption in the images group model will give a more conservative estimate than the large room diffuse field model with very low absorption values will give. This provides increased risk mitigation for meeting noise reduction criteria by adding sound absorption material to the enclosure. Another interesting result seen in Figure 5 is the images group model hovers (in an average sense across source, wall distances) around the large room diffuse field model for 0.05 hard wall absorption coefficient. The 0.05 value has been used quite often by the author and others in estimating hard wall conditions while using the large room diffuse field model. One of many important examples of this class of enclosure is a large diesel engine enclosure or a diesel engine cab on a locomotive where the source is the relatively flat-like surface of the side of the engine and where the cab wall is close to it. The material is usually thick steel or solid fiberglass and coupled with the hard surfaces of engine side, cab bulkheads, cab floor, and ceiling; the situation closely matches the geometry and conditions of this paper.
Conclusions
The mathematical images group model presented here provides a means of estimating the internal sound level and noise reduction of a tight-fitting enclosure without having to estimate or measure the initial hard wall sound absorption. It provides a means of estimating the internal sound level as it varies with distance from machine surface to enclosure surface, a factor that should be important for tight-fitting enclosures. The results show that the behavior of standard Advances in Acoustics and Vibration 7 large room diffuse field model does not provide this variance and is very sensitive to initial absorption conditions. The key features of the images group model are the use of Hohenwarter [8] machine surface radiation in the context of combining it with the small region's main reverberation component between machine and enclosure as an image sum. The main reverberation component is viewed as a discrete line-type source and then extended in the sense of its images to provide the contribution of other surfaces. Also, the low sensitivity to hard wall sound absorption coefficient allows the use of zero sound absorption values for the initial hard surfaces case and precludes having to apply an educated but quite possibly an inaccurate estimate or actual measurement of the hard surfaces condition. Convergence of the particular images group sum method developed here for zero hard wall absorption allows this preclusion. The results indicate that the images group model presents a method that can provide more accurate and reliable estimates than the large room diffuse model for the internal noise level in the type of close-fitting enclosure and noise source presented.
